
 Topic 

Compare a town in England     

to a town in North America. 

We will be comparing Shrewsbury, Louisiana and our town of Shrews-

bury. 

We have already established a link with a school there and hope that 

the children will correspond with each other. 

Trips—We will be using our ‘Field Study’ skills in a real life 

situation. Using maps, compasses, wind direction  to design a 

project. 

Design Technology 

We will be making cookies and 

biscuits and making links between 

USA and UK. 

Art 

The children will be sculpting this term 

through the medium of clay. 

Geography 

This year we are focusing on basic geographical knowledge, 

building on from year two continents and oceans, to under-

standing geographical locations in UK and North America.  

Longtitude and Latitude, Prime and Greenwich meridian, South-

ern Hemisphere and Northern Hemisphere. Time Zones. Physical 

and Human geography. 

Science—Forces and Magnets 

Pupils will explore magnetism and non-contact forces . 

They will test magnetic properties and think about what 

materials are magnetic. They will describe the properties 

of a magnet in simple terms and learn about the use of 

magnets. 

 

Scientists and Inventors 

The  children will be learning about  a different scientist 

or inventor each week, and understand their influences. 

 

PSHE 

Expressing Feelings 

Keeping safe Healthy lifestyles 

MFL French 

Listen actively to spoken language and show 

understanding by joining in and responding. 

Explore patterns and sounds through songs 

and games. 

Music 

The children will continue to receive lessons 

from professionals singing and playing the 

recorder. 

Maths 

Mastery approach to maths with White Rose. 

Multiplication and Division 

Measurement—money 

Statistics 

Length and perimeter 

Fractions 

RE 

Christianity— What kind of World did Jesus 

want? 

How do Christians remember Jesus’ last super? 

PE 

With Ms Ryan—Thursday—PE kit needed 

Mrs Roberts—Swimming—Friday PE kits need to 

be worn. 

 

Computing—Online safety & publisher English 

We will be adopting a mastery approach to teach-

ing English that embeds the fundamental skills for 

each year group including spelling, grammar and 

punctuation.  

Writing—The Silence Seeker 

Reading—Claude in the City 


